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Technocrat 
 
I shall redefine the universe 
Such that fluids freely flow 
And every sloth moves slowly 
And glow-worms all can glow 
So that every permutation 
For the flight of every bird   
And the state of every nation 
Can be modelled and inferred.   
 
I shall redesign reality 
To be as specified 
To maximise my profits 
And optimise the tide. 
Unruly thoughts and feelings, 
Events that are unplanned, 
Non-functional assemblies will be 
Monitored and banned. 
 
I do not believe it. 
They are whispering against me, the trees - 
Or is this the rumour of primitive folk 
To interpret the noise of the breeze? 
The boundary's broken, 
The computer has flipped 
And the set of possible outcomes 
Is being outstripped. 
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You said 
 
You said the way was straight and narrow; I 
Assumed an A-road, then I blundered on 
Along a footpath under cloud-patched sky, 
Neat patterns faded, stained-glass glasses gone. 
Through barren fields and past - more barren still - 
Great lumps of iron, lands where sisters could 
Not speak, but hostile glare, you teased me, till 
I reached a thorny waste, and found I stood 
On holy ground. I washed my hands in mud. 
A man was there with hustlers, convicts too, 
With patterns on his back that bled real blood, 
Sharp-tongued and gaunt; they told me it was you. 
Broke though I am, there's nothing that I lack: 
I feel no need or wish now to turn back. 
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Moving up, moving on 
 
Grease, like old tears, stains the face of the cooker. 
She twiddles; it sputters then, coughing, flares up. 
A morose downstairs-dweller waits to cook supper. 
She sloshes tea hurriedly into her cup. 
 
In her room, a deft cockroach is scaling the window, 
Ambitious, persistent, transcending the grime. 
The waxing moon, mocking, grins sickly-sweet downwards; 
Once she scampered in sandpits and knew how to climb. 
 
To the ages-old, time-marking moon, it‘s not long since 
She'd plans, youthful vigour, a fixed place to stay; 
But in hovel and hostel and benefit office 
Her girlhood was shrivelled, dried, filed away. 
 
Now it's said she's extracting too much from the taxpayer. 
She hopes she'll find walls and a roof on the cheap: 
She dreads ending up being prodded by pavements, 
Rain tickling her cheek as she slips into sleep; 
 
And every few weeks she must up and move on, 
Like a bonfire-fragment that drifts through the air. 
Through the window she stares at a house, red-brick, sturdy; 
Impassive, it makes no response to her stare. 
 
In the house lives a taxpayer, upwardly mobile; 
A detached's what he's after, roomy, remote. 
With thrift, he will get it; with thrift, she may manage 
Tough walking-shoes and a waterproof coat. 
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Community worker 
 
Wake too early, eyelids heavy 
Thoughts scamper through my brain 
Swallow coffee, splash some water 
Catch bus then tube then train 
 
I play back the message-tape, rummage the mail-stack 
An assortment of circulars, bills 
And letters requesting support or assistance 
Tackling problems. The entrance-bell trills   
 
I sign for delivery, setting the post-log 
To a side - yet more paper's arrived   
In boxes this time. I attend to what's urgent 
Gulp more coffee until I've revived 
 
Items piled up in my in-tray 
Loads too much work to do 
Colleague enters, back from meeting 
He's looking haggard too 
 
The back is uncarpeted, ramps still need fixing 
And the copier's painted faint streaks 
On what it's disgorged: could we pay for another? 
What to do if we spring any leaks? 
 
Like buds in spring sunshine, our workload is growing 
As our funding, like frost, melts away 
I'm burning up energy raising our profile - 
And a few thousand pounds on the way 
 
Drop-in time, today the turn-out's 
Not high; let tea-bags steep 
Set out biscuits, chat and listen 
Like folk but need some sleep 
 
The centre seems larger with no-one remaining 
Except me, switching off every light 
And heater, and checking I've packed what I'll need till 
Next I'm in. I can leave for the night 
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I try to improve others' working conditions 
But I'm beavering too many hours 
I ought to be off on a languid vacation 
Sleeping, reading and sneezing at flowers 
 
Rush hour's over, train's not crowded 
Nor tube, then longish wait 
Bus arrives as light is dimming 
Home soon. It's getting late 
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Ill met 
 
With blanked-out numerals and visored face, 
Club raised, shield high, arm tensed, blue-liveried knight, 
With wary boot to dragon's lair you pace 
To vanquish us for cause of white and right. 
Like alien forms of life we've been observed, 
Collator-noted and computer-filed, 
And you, field-worker, are equipped - unnerved 
By fear that, touching us, you'll be defiled - 
With lab-suit, gloves against the air we breathe, 
Face-mask to meet this city's poor and black, 
And yet you marvel that we murmur, seethe, 
Roar dragon-like, spit fire, regroup, strike back. 
Humanity in hock, you're hired to 
Repel, subdue; we parry, clash with you. 
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Moment’s act, life’s regret 
 
Friday night, street-lights lit; doors open, time for fun. 
Sharp dresser saunters in, sharper knife, just in case 
Trouble flares – otherwise fears he’ll be shoved around, 
Hurt perhaps. Dance-hall fills, sweat pours down, thud of bass, 
Too much beer. Two collide; one is shoved, loses ground, 
Comes back hard, blade in hand. Flick of wrist, crimson spilled; 
Stands there stunned, clutching knife; can’t believe what he’s done. 
Flickering pulse. Ambulance comes too late. Dance-floor tilled. 
 
Milk-float hums. Time to don uniform, pick up gear: 
Body-belt, handcuffs, tape; working day starts again. 
This may be dangerous, those in charge warn, and tap 
Childhood fears: Amazon warriors, bold as men, 
Strong and fierce, images from empire days. Nerves taut; rap 
Hard on door. Team storm in. Panicking, those inside 
Run, shout, flail. Officers grab, bind, gag; halt, unclear 
What to do: body limp, airflow clogged, brain has died. 
 
Afterwards, siren’s wail fades away; questioning 
Findings typed, scrutinised. One may face censure, shame, 
Sentencing, prison gates. Other may, outwardly, 
Carry on as before: even though cleared of blame, 
Past will remain to haunt. Somewhere, repeatedly, 
Baffled child asks about someone missed; table’s set, 
Place unfilled; photograph shouts of loss, shattering 
Hope of forgetfulness. Moment’s act, life’s regret. 
 
Night will descend again; clubgoers will arrive, 
Some armed with knives or guns. Bouncers, alert, may stop 
Those bearing weapons; or friends may block, move between 
Pairs who seem poised to start fight, until tempers drop. 
Faced with a warrant card, who, though, will intervene, 
Heading off danger that scene will once more be played: 
Terror, shock, fleeting pain, vain attempts to revive, 
Flashing lights, cameras, inquest held, headstone laid? 
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To unfamiliar depths 
 
Lights dimmed, the film begins; a man, 
Passing across the image thrown 
Towards the screen, is briefly daubed 
With shapes and colours not his own. 
 
The picture which you have of me 
Is spattered with your dreams and fears, 
Mixed with what you’ve heard, read, watched, 
Assimilated through the years. 
 
In pantomimes, there’s little doubt 
Whom to hiss and whom to cheer,  
Who’s in peril, who’s a clown. 
If only life could be as clear 
 
Offstage! Yet if you venture down 
Past churned-up froth, reflected glare, 
To unfamiliar, swirling depths 
You may find something dear and rare. 
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Actions have consequences 
 
Actions have consequences, this I know: 
That people daubing hate-talk in the street 
Or - typeset, spellchecked - in the papers, sow 
Distress in others, in themselves defeat 
Their sense of fairness, friendliness, fence in 
Their hearts with rigid boundaries; that those 
Who rain down napalm, scorching children's skin 
And damaging what lies beneath, expose 
Themselves to what consumes. But those who face 
Oppression, cruelty and blame for what 
Was done by others may, in hatred's place 
Show love, be kind to self and neighbour, not 
Do harm but good, bring healing and release 
To self and others, too, promoting peace. 
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Summer 1983 
 
Mosquitoes danced; soon rain would rush 
In torrents from the sky. 
Colombo was as tense as a 
Taut rubber band that July. 
 
Till, riding on an ambushed road, 
Thirteen men in army green 
Were killed; their pyre was the highest 
The island had ever seen. 
 
An unseen finger snapped the band. 
The goondas came that night 
With voters’ lists and kerosene 
And set Borella alight. 
 
Methodical, they did not loot, 
Like farmers burning stubble. 
The homes and businesses and hopes 
Of Tamils turned to rubble. 
 
The lucky scrambled for somewhere safe 
To hide and scarps to eat. 
Unlucky ones lay, charred or hewn 
And lifeless in the street. 
 
Women and men, babies and old, 
Hundreds of thousands fled, 
As tourists watched the paradise 
They’d been promised turning red. 
 
The sun, in sorrow, stooped its head; 
For over fifty men 
In a top-security jail would never 
Rise to its rays again. 
 
Bemedalled leaders far away 
Are glad to offer guns 
To useful allies, and sleep secure 
In pride at Sandhurst’s sons; 
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But children’s night are rent by screams; 
Awake, their eyes are glazed. 
Though Earth spins on, their minds jump back 
To the day their city blazed. 
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Undisturbed 
 
Your mouth agape, you gasped as if appalled 
And sucked in shell-smoke with your opening breath; 
Your nostrils twitched, as at the scent of death; 
Your tiny eyelids closed, you squealed and bawled. 
 
The sudden whirrs and screams, your nights confined 
In crowded shelters, daytime dashes, 
Clutched in your mother's arms, from bangs and flashes 
Came to seem normal to your infant mind. 
 
You could not totter on the sand outside - 
Your home, now bullet-pocked, and never saw 
The carefree girlish grin which she once wore, 
Nor tasted mangoes from the tree that died 
 
Around the time your father disappeared. 
If you had lived to adulthood, would you 
Have learnt to fight, become a killer too, 
Or grown to heal, to comfort those who feared   
 
Or grieved, repair the damage done? You lie 
Where no explosions can disturb you now, 
Old age and worry cannot crease your brow, 
At peace until the war-years have passed by. 
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For Farzad Bazoft and Richard De Zoysa 
 
Pursuit of people is a thriving trade – 
Discreet surveillance, monitoring their 
Activities, the contacts they have made, 
Or setting out to harass, worry, scare 
Them, striving to contain, restrict, detain 
Defeat or even to destroy them. Hour 
By hour, technologies are set in train, 
New stratagems devised to boost the power 
Held by a few, and check decisively 
Those whom it's thought disrupt society. 
To sift through statements, rumours, winkling out 
What human-hunters do, and let folk know, 
Can end in death, yet help to bring about 
The snap of bonds and tyrants' overthrow.  
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Soon enough 
 

1 

At first it all seemed saddening but quite 
Remote, like far-off schoolbus-crashes. When 
Gaunt stragglers clutching bags arrived one night 
You fed them soup and heard their stories. Then 
The trickle deepened. War-zone dwellers fled 
In thousands through your neighbourhood. A few 
You’d met before. You learnt your aunt was dead, 
Your cousin disappeared. The murmurs grew 
But dropped to whispers when the army set  
Up street patrols. Now soldiers march around 
The school, and through your dreams: you can’t forget 
Your best friend’s body, splattered on the ground. 
You pack what you can carry and prepare 
To try to start again, you don’t know where. 
 

2 

Stiff, after hours squashed inside a van, 
Near-nauseous whenever you would reach 
A checkpoint, as you wait in line you plan 
Your future if a visa’s granted; each 
Time someone leaves the consulate, you raise 
Your eyes, then dip them, itchily aware 
Of passers-by, each bored or curious gaze, 
Each glance of sympathy and hostile glare. 
You shuffle forward, swaying slightly – you 
Have barely slept for days. Two sauntering men, 
Crisp-uniformed, guns glinting, scan the queue 
With interest. They pass. You breathe again. 
What if your application is denied? 
You blank your mind, and brush the flies aside. 
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3 

You’re speaking in a monotone. Your head 
Is aching in the glare. You learnt to stay  
Alive by censoring what you did and said; 
Your thoughts were pressed and folded, locked away. 
They’re hard to disinter, with things you saw 
And wished you hadn’t, but you must. You try. 
A tall official you’ve not met before 
Adjusts his spectacles. Your mouth is dry, 
Eyes smarting. He seems sceptical, though still 
Polite. You fumble words as you explain 
Your dread of being sent back. You wonder: will 
He offer you permission to remain 
Or not? No point in panicking: you go 
On talking, pleading. Soon enough you’ll know. 
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As the sun dips 
 
Our hands so close they almost touch 
We sit in evenings flustered glow; 
But my feelings are thousands of miles away 
And yours are a decade or two ago. 
 
Flame-orange soon will blaze to bloody 
Red, then dull to bluish-grey. 
As a child I would lay myself down to sleep, 
Peace in my heart at the end of the day, 
 
Replete with curry my parents cooked     
And stories they had shared with me, 
Secure in the love of my Father in heaven   
Out of whose hand I never would be 
 
Plucked, whose power none withstood. 
Is this what grown-ups told you too? 
I would drift off to sleep feeling snug; the idea 
Must have had quite a different meaning to you. 
 
Drawn curtains and a locked front door 
Removed me from a sometimes kind 
But sometimes harsh world of bullying, cars 
That could crush, racist taunts; kept you confined 
 
To where you could be bartered, put   
To use. You did not understand 
The grim games where the adults would make up the rules, 
Backed by their god, from whose terrible hand 
 
No-one could rescue you. Soon stars 
Will shimmer, candles in a vast, 
Dark emptiness; if one is snuffed out 
Humankind will not know till light-years have passed. 
 
The stars will drift across the sky. 
My parents live, precariously, 
Where corpses are strewn on the ground, or drift 
In reddening rivers out to the sea. 
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There, people who speak carelessly 
Or act spontaneously, or 
Are too trusting of neighbours, or simply unlucky 
Can end up washed up like shells on the shore. 
 
Some of the bodies bear the marks 
Of worse than death; on you, also, 
Traces remain of the things done to you, 
Which time has not totally healed. Although 
 
I visualise hell as red - 
A bloody, burning, crumbling mess - 
Papered walls, painted woodwork, smart curtains can box 
Neat, miniature versions of hell, too, I guess. 
 
Even in dreams, my wandering 
Has bounds. I'll never comprehend 
Completely just what you've been through, nor will you 
Understand my experience fully, my friend. 
 
However - as I fret at what 
My people must endure, and dread 
I'll lose those whom I love, while you fear further hurt 
And mourn trusting relationships already dead - 
 
Our hands can touch as we remind   
Each other that the sinking rays 
Don't mean that the sun's been snuffed out; we can share 
Warmth and yearning for peace. There'll be more, gentler days. 
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Licensed 
 
There's little to declare: this disinfectant - 
It's labelled cognac - isn't worth a mention, 
That nice old piece - 'antique'? I wouldn't call 
It that - I wouldn't pay undue attention, 
These go off with a bang - ideal for quarrying - 
And this kills pests - an excellent invention. 
All these boost trade: no point in speculation 
On what might happen at the destination. 
 
A village, far away, is strangely quiet. 
Dust settles, smouldering cooking-fires die; 
No clattering wheels or ringing bells, no voices; 
In huddles, slumped or stretched beneath the sky, 
Are children, women, men, unmoving; birds 
Wheel, swoop, disturb the stillness; while, nearby, 
Equipment - duly purchased, shipped, correct 
Procedures followed - is recleaned and checked. 
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Health promotion in wartime 
 
As you struggle to stem the jet of what stains 
Your clothes deep red, where sterile gauze 
And soap are scarce, by the thinning remains 
Of the light - there is no power supply - 
In your boom-benumbed mind, there's not much space 
To worry a virus might untie 
The flimsy knots that are holding in place 
This life. You press on without a pause. 
 
Clamped close to another, feeling warm breath 
Against your neck, and the comforting thump 
Of your heart, and the other's, dread of death 
Can be momentarily magicked away 
With all that has shocked and shaken you. Here 
No inkling that anything hazardous may 
Be passing between you intrudes, no fear. 
You flex, then, sated and sleepy, you slump. 
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For Rajini 
 
Where weaponed vandals burnt a library 
And others acted as if learning were 
Inferior to destroying, boldly she 
Upheld the right to grow in knowledge. Her 
Commitment to her people shone in deeds 
Not just in words. She did not imitate 
Ambitious southern leaders with their creeds 
Of hate: she sought to serve and liberate, 
Not rule and crush. When crops were burnt, homes wrecked, 
And bodies too, she grieved, tried to insist 
That humans should be treated with respect. 
She strove for peace. Although she’s deeply missed, 
Guns can’t kill truth and hope, force history 
To halt: one day her people will be free. 
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Words 
 
With words warm as oil-lamps’ soft glow, or like fireworks’ flare, 
Intricate logic or passionate plea, politicians, 
Philosophers, preachers would set out, for all to compare, 
Diverse takes on the truth, and poets rejoice or lament. 
 
Yes, on certain occasions, we without guns or great wealth 
Would be wooed like princesses whose favour is sought, and could 

share 
Our own stories and dreams, with no need for concealment or 

stealth; 
But now thoughts left unspoken are safer, letters unsent. 
 
Some so-called community leaders profess to speak for us;  
They view free expression as weakness, conformity strength, 
Command we sing using their lyrics, and only in chorus, 
Through terror or force try to silence each countering voice.  
 
Words indeed can be empty, mislead, stir up hatred, confound: 
Other words will illuminate, offer relief and restore us; 
But when prophets are kidnapped or killed, language leashed, ideas 

bound, 
What are the prospects for truth-seeking, openness, choice? 
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About turn 
 
No hollow or step, no twirl or meander ahead: 
Just alternating squares 
 
You are mostly forgotten, sometimes pushed forward –  
Another, same-seized square, 
New hazards 
 
On occasion you swerve 
And a neighbour is swiped, 
Differently-coloured but usually shaped like you 
 
Until pudgy fingers 
Pluck you and dump you 
Beyond the outermost line 
 
There you’ll be joined by 
The odd toppled baron or cleric, 
Less readily sacrificed than you; 
But, in the end, 
It’s the king’s position which counts 
 
Or, if you last, 
You may bask, for a while, 
In your miniscule share of the triumph. 
Then – about face 
And the battle starts again 
 
The rules of this game 
Were not written by pawns 
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Tuesday morning, platform two 
 
Commuters shuffle, check their watches: the train is late again. 
An autumn gust stings fingers, ears; discarded pages rustle. 
Near the stairs to platform three, a bank clerk taps his shoe: 
by now you’d have thought they’d be used to leaves on the line. 
 
A woman agitatedly waves a hand,  
though whoever she is speaking to on her mobile cannot see –  
her ex-lover perhaps: she pleads, rages, goes quiet. 
Passengers standing by her give sidelong glances. 
 
The figures on the advertising hoardings 
holiday cheaply on sun-drenched beaches, prepare 
for every eventuality with insurance, shop online; 
a handsome youth models a grey wool suit, moderately priced. 
 
Opposite, by the exit, a man adjusts his tie. 
He will never look that smart: his aunt used to tell him off 
when he came home with mud on his clothes and even in his hair 
after playing with other boys in their village near Baghdad. 
 
But she cuddled him when he tore his knee trying to save a goal; 
and at night she told him tales of adventure and magic, 
conjuring up in his bedroom bold sailors, fearsome beasts 
and genies that could grant your every wish. 
 
A bad-tempered goat used to try to eat the plants 
she carefully tended. He’d shout and drive it away. 
Later, she loved to hear about how he was doing abroad. 
He was told she wept for joy at the birth of his baby girl. 
 
This year, his messages met with no response. 
He called again and again, but the line was dead. 
At last he heard from a neighbour: her house was bombed; 
someone screamed, then silence; no-one inside survived. 
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Where young men were 
 
Where young men used to 
play backgammon and pop songs,  
leaf through textbooks and sip sweet tea, 
debate about the greatest sports stars of all time, 
daydream of beautiful women and sometimes one another, 
there is now 
silence. 
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For Rajini, two decades on 
 
Those who, just twenty years ago, spread fear 
Like jet-exhaust over a choking land, 
Imperious as the kings of yesteryear, 
Are gone, their castles crumbled in the sand. 
Though noxious fumes of fearfulness and hate 
Still make some sick, amidst a shell-pocked waste 
Green shoots peep warily and, as of late, 
The faint sweet scent of freedom, long debased, 
Is in the air: time to revisit what 
She said and penned and did, be energised 
By who she was. A writer’s voice cannot 
Be stilled by death, nor hope’s frail float capsized. 
May hardy buds of justice, love and peace 
Be brought to fruit, the bound achieve release. 
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Colombo babies 
 
Squalling and slippery I surfaced to daylight 
In the capital’s bustle in ‘60s Ceylon, 
To milk, warmth, protection from hovering mosquitoes, 
And a world crammed with promise, like others just born. 
Where next did life take you, who also arrived there 
At much the same time, in an era now gone, 
Of shared dreams and kindness, though violence stuttered; 
The edges were fraying, the garment soon torn. 
 
Did your infant eyes loft to the bright-coloured kites  
Dancing over Galle Green, then dip to the blue 
Of the sea, and the fishing-boats perched in its lap? 
Did you catch just a glimpse of the storm-clouds ahead 
When badly-off youth, prospects thwarted, rebelled? 
Not you – but the death-squads’ sweep scooped you up too. 
Where your body was buried is still undiscovered 
Though your parents kept searching till they too were dead. 
 
And you, born then too, in whose fresh ears the bells 
Of the temple trilled loud, as a statue’s calm eye 
Seemed to watch you benignly, as neighbours did also 
Till state-armed stormtroopers set fire to your home. 
Hurt and angry you fled, until steely-eyed generals 
Enticed you to fight for them, sent you to die, 
Labelled ‘hero’; ambitions for which you were sacrificed 
Then bobbing away like the ocean’s white foam. 
 
Baby just born into modern Sri Lanka, 
In web-linked metropolis’ bustle and gleam, 
When politicos prattle of communal pride 
Or religious hate’s stirred up by internet spite, 
With lined forehead, hair greying, I’m left to forewarn you 
Though smooth-talkers spin, things are not as they seem: 
Beyond leaders’ slick speeches, the rubble of bombsites, 
Broken bodies, minds shattered, the fading of light. 
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Love, or what you will 
 
Your arm outflung, eyes shut, mouth open, you, 
Asleep, child-innocent, puppy-peaceful lie; 
But you, my love, are not a child, and I, 
Awake, am weary, weathered, shop-soiled too. 
 
You heave deep breaths, and from the rumpled sheet 
Your toe sticks out; your face is flecked with hair. 
I watch and do not touch, but feel you there 
Close-pressing as my clothes, and ester-sweet. 
 
The crumpled lager-cans and I are still; 
Clock-digits flip; you shift, unclench your fist. 
The jagged scars have faded on your wrist. 
I've never slept with you, daresay never will. 
 
I'd like to heal your hurt; I must make do 
With fetching fridge-chilled milk in case you wake, 
With throwing cans and ash away, and make 
My way to bed; I'm worn and tattered too. 
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Departure 
 
When a coach is about to depart, some passengers saunter on 
Like neighbours dropping in. I'm not at all like that: 
My heart would be juddering at the near-miss, my hands 
Fumbling for the ticket as I clambered, panting, aboard. 
 
On my way to an airport, I tried to steady my nerves 
In case the train which carries me rocks itself to sleep 
Between stations, and will not be roused 
As the seconds and minutes tick away; 
Or I (or whoever I am seeing off) is stopped by a uniformed man, 
The baggage suspicious or ticket seemingly faked, 
Or we fail to notice the final call, and arrive too late 
At the boarding gate: I remind myself to stay calm. 
 
Often I've hugged and kissed and waved goodbye 
To people I've loved and, after the papers are checked 
And the barrier's crossed, they've disappeared, not to be seen again 
For years, if ever; maybe the sweat 
Which makes the suitcase-handle slippery in my grip 
Is as much at the prospect of catching as missing the plane. 
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Whiff of spring 
 
Even indoors, my toes are rather cold; 
Incipient shivers hover near my spine. 
Tonight, perhaps, a sheet of frost will line 
The yard like greaseproof paper. Soon the old 
Year'll shudder to a halt, a train becalmed 
By snow on tracks; the new will probably 
Hold, in its pockets, no less misery 
To shake out on a world that's fiercely armed 
And riven with divisions. Yet your smile 
Can melt the ice-clamps on my heart, your hug 
Send rivulets of warmth around me. Snug, 
Sleet-sheltered, I can settle for a while, 
Remembering again that love can bring 
A blunting of the chill, a whiff of spring.  
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I daily learn 
 
I daily learn of scheming greed made good 
And justice hawked like popcorn; those who fly 
The people's flag seem set to strike it, should 
Offloading ballast help them to rise high. 
Care often is a currency to pay 
For virtue certified or upper hand 
Gained; I do good deeds, then taste dismay 
To find my motives mixed like salt and sand. 
But when your kindnesses are splashed on me 
Like rain, unpaid for, there‘s no price-tag here, 
No small print on your lifetime guarantee, 
No calculation when you hold me dear. 
Love's no mirage, I realise, and kneel 
To drink, and know that hope and joy are real. 
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Fallible and flawed 
 
In books, sometimes, two characters reveal 
Their mutual passion and end up in bed. 
On screen, ecstatic lovers intertwine; 
Instinctive, deft and lithe, they lunge ahead. 
 
I must confess, I'm rather overawed. 
They're not like me: they're never cramped or stiff; 
They never fumble, tire, sneeze or get 
Distracted for an instant, wondering if   
 
They'll seem a let-down, or by sounds outside - 
A car-alarm, a neighbour's stereo - 
Or thoughts of unsolved problems, unpaid debts; 
They're never too monotonous or slow. 
 
You sometimes wish that I were more like them, 
I know. My quiet joy in you's not quite 
Enough - though even I have moments when 
Your touch envelopes me in sheer delight! 
 
A century from now, the pairs in films 
And books may re-enact their scenes, but we 
Will lie inert, apart, divided by 
Choice, accident or mere mortality. 
 
The way we interact is changing, there's 
No doubt; although at times I'm dipped, through you, 
Into what overspills the universe, 
Bubbling, unchangeable yet always new. 
 
I'm flawed and fallible: no editing 
Or change of script can make me perfect. Will 
You, can you bring yourself to take me as 
I am? I'm human, weak; I love you, still. 
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Within these walls 
 
The tills ring out goodwill: harmoniously 
Arrayed, abundant, varied goods entice 
With hopes of comfort, fun, the family 
Brought close, a blissful love-life, for a price. 
 
Within this room, no cash-cards whirr; we're stripped, 
All labels - cheap, designer - flung aside 
Forgotten for a moment, unequipped 
With bedroom gear, yet lavishly supplied. 
 
Those wielding might are often held in awe; 
Art tells of glorious conquests, alien ships 
Are zapped in children's games, while adults draw 
A thrill from tightened shackles, cracking whips. 
 
Within each other's arms, we're poised for just 
A moment in a world where no-one rules, 
No victor grinds the vanquished in the dust 
And strife for mastery seems the work of fools. 
 
Human resources, current thinking goes, 
Once surplus to requirements should be 
Dispensed with promptly, maybe spurring those 
Who might be next to toil more arduously. 
 
Within my heart, your roots are planted deep; 
And though we age and change and storms sweep through 
I hope they'll hold, and that I'll try to keep 
Good faith not out of fear but love for you. 
 
The world seeps even through these walls and taints 
Our thoughts and acts, yet I can surely say 
From what I've known, touched, lived, the world's constraints 
Need not be binding: there's a different way. 
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Registered 
 
Some think love’s not legitimate 
Unless it’s duly authorised 
By a state functionary –  
Lips’ pledge and daily sharing, 
Recognition by community, 
Not being satisfactory. 
 
Some feel the need to lodge a claim 
To others’ mind and body-warmth 
In an official statement; 
Yet no-one else is mine to own, 
And you’d be as trustworthy 
Without a piece of parchment. 
 
After the many years we’ve been 
Companions through the good and grim, 
The strange and ordinary, 
When public vow and private touch 
Bear witness to our troth, it might 
Seem unnecessary 
 
To sign in an allotted space. 
In time of crisis, it might just 
Prove convenient; 
Yet, more than that, I would declare 
Our joy to humans, moon and stars 
And regional government. 
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Far away 
 
Far away 
shimmering peaks, 
back at nest 
open beaks, 
 
piping 
to be fed. 
No time to wheel 
overhead, 
 
feel lake’s ripples 
lap and fade 
or linger in 
lulling shade. 
 
Each shrill call 
pierces through; 
wings drag but 
much to do. 
 
To and fro, 
scuttling round 
predator – 
make no sound. 
 
Last brood will 
one day be grown, 
each fluffy form 
flown; 
 
time then 
to rest, 
stretched limp 
on earth’s breast. 
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After hours 
 
You dazzled on the dancefloor, she and you, 
To mint-fresh tunes, now oldies; leaning on 
Your arm, she shuffles to the bathroom. Hands 
That pulled you, laughing, breathless, close, till lips 
And bodies kissed, are gnarled; though, like a ghost 
That haunts a stately home, just glimpsed, soon gone, 
There’ll be a flicker, sometimes, when you ease 
Her into bed, and brush against frail hips. 
 
At argumental volley, deftly lobbed 
Response she was unmatched: you’d watch her rapt 
Or chuckling listeners, follow verbal play 
Or duels where she championed truth and right; 
Few listen now. The bustling world spins on, 
From which she’s barred. At times she frets she’s trapped 
And useless; and for you - her solitary 
Audience, companion day and night, 
 
Who’s slowing, stiffening too - society 
Has little place. For hours, even days 
Occasionally, she or you will fade  
To heavy silence, or be curt or flare; 
And then, ashamed, she’ll stroke your face with gaunt, 
Familiar fingers, or you’ll stop and gaze 
Into her eyes, and know you’d not have wished 
A different partner in the dance you share. 
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Smooth skin will crinkle 
 
Smooth skin will crinkle, given time, sense dim, 
Blood’s ebb and flow grow sluggish, heartbeat falter, 
Arthritis stiffen limb, or cell-growth alter 
As do all things, life amble into death. 
But let it not be hastened on by grim 
Infection caught through ward staff, rushed or heedless, 
An ugly, messy end, pain-wracked and needless, 
Cut off too soon from motion, touch and breath. 
 
So may the lifted eyebrow, puzzled frown, 
Slight shake of head, soft chuckle, warming smile 
Repeat, past happenings be retold a while, 
Till evening falls and shutters are pulled down. 
The newest earthly thing will age and cease, 
Green leaves turn brittle, golden-brown, and drop. 
Let there be time, unhurriedly, to reach the stop, 
And gently then alight to perfect peace. 
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Autumn drizzle; chilled, 
I turn key, push door open; 
Warmth, welcome inside. 
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Nippy – don scarf, coat; 
Kindness, a baby’s smile, hope: 
Christmas comes again. 
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In lamplight’s glow 
 
With peach-soft lamplight on your face, head bent 
Over the lines of print across the page, 
Book resting on the quilt, you try to gauge 
How much of truth they carry; I have set 
My spectacles and book aside; I let 
My hand brush yours, and feel an answering squeeze 
From firm, work-roughened fingers as I ease 
My head on to my pillow, warm, content. 
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Companion 
 
Often we journeyed together, you casual, 
I clutching tickets and travel-bag, checking my watch. 
We would sit gazing out, or you would rest on my shoulder. 
Alighting, we’d study the map, between us find the way. 
 
We would plan expeditions, tramp till we tired, then savour 
a meal, and the moments we’d shared, new things noticed. 
We’d chortle, or marvel, later pack our things; 
at home recall our wanderings, your firm, warm hand in mine. 
 
I never saw you lovelier than yesterday you looked,  
in spring, bedecked with flowers. Yet you were so very still, 
and your white-lined carriage had room for only one. 
May peace surround your journey. I pray we meet again. 
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A precious gift 
 
A precious gift: to feel you snuggle close,  
Enfolded safe within my arms again, 
Well-fitted to each other, friend and spouse  
This quarter-century or so; though when 
I woke, I soon remembered you had died 
Last spring. The realm of dream’s the only place 
Where I can touch you, in this life at least. 
For now, I’m grateful for the dreamt embrace. 
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Visiting Epping Forest 
 
Through gold-green leaves and between tall, silver-grey trunks,  
As we crunched over fallen beech-nuts on the forest floor, 
Sunlight gleamed. Gnarled oaks stood and dead wood lay  
As we passed through a glade where we had been before 
With those now gone, who’d been fond of the trees. Tangy-sweet, 
On a bush, a few of summer’s blackberries straggled still. 
We retraced our path past brambles and coppiced groves, 
Our cardigans closed against autumnal evening chill. 
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Strangers arriving 
 
Strangers keep arriving, not only 
in caravans through the desert, or 
container lorries, hidden among crates, 
seeking respite from hunger, or from armed men who ride at dawn 
leaving in their wake torn bodies and smouldering ashes; 
they also emerge from within you, tiny and sniffling, 
slow to crawl, or not blinking at bangs or bright lights, 
or different in orientation, their yearnings not your own. 
 
Strangers can come naked, shabby or lavishly clad, 
clutching old photos, chipped mementoes, whistling snatches of 

song, 
proffering glimpses of what is beyond the horizon; 
give or withhold what you will, your world 
will not be the same again. 
 
Clothes, faces and gestures may startle with strangeness 
or seem oddly familiar; 
you may be wakened to welcome or flinch from 
the stranger inside you, hidden from view 
of others, maybe yourself. 
 
Will you place spikes on your walls, unleash your guard-dogs 
against any who may intrude on the semblance  
of unchanging order you’ve sought to create, despite  
the faint scent of the new you cannot completely dispel; 
or hurry to welcome the dust-stained arrivals,  
water their camels, lay extra places at table,  
listen to their stories, rummage in your store-cupboard 
for good things to bring them, in turn accept their gifts? 
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Promoter 
 
'This two-person, two-skin tent's designed to 
Keep the wind and rain out, keep heat in,' 
Tim tells prospective campers, sometimes feeling 
As if two persons lived inside his skin. 
 
His voice runs on, sure-footed as a fell 
Runner; at night-time and at weekends, he 
Can sit for hours, speech seeming needless, holding 
Hands with Mike and watching the TV. 
 
'It pitches inner first;' Tim aims his sales-pitch 
At a first-time buyer, changes tone 
For toughened, tanned and wiry hikers, those 
Who move in groups or pairs or walk alone; 
 
Promotes his product in a diverse market, 
The well-heeled and hard-up, the old and young: 
But when sales-colleagues' conversation turns to 
Leisure and lovers, Tim goes hot, his tongue 
 
Feels floppy as a pegless groundsheet. He 
Daydreams sometimes of things he'd like to say: 
'We're not all bad, quite ordinary really. 
We have our faults - who hasn't - but we're okay 
 
'In general.' Like taped seams, his lips are sealed. 
'These poles,' he tells a customer, 'are light 
But strong, shock-corded fibreglass.' He dreads 
Shocked gasps and cold avoidance, knows he might 
 
Lose, if he came out, his prospects of promotion. 
Last year he came unstuck outside the gates 
Of the town hall, through which he'd often passed 
At other times to pay his rent and rates. 
 
He missed the Pride concert, but decided he 
Would hoard up shreds of courage, leave his fear 
Behind next time, walk in, have fun, feel free. 
Now Tim's annoyed, dejected, hurt to hear 
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He may have missed an unrepeated bargain: 
Because of Section 28, there may 
Be no more such events; it's likely that 
Surcharge-wary councillors will play 
 
Safe. 'This geodesic mountain tent 
Is durable and stable, though not cheap,'   
Tim informs a climber; 'ample space for 
Cooking, storage;' but no tent can keep 
 
Him safe. He moves with cliff-edge caution, 
No breathable panels in his closet; when 
It stifles him, perhaps he will come out. 
He'll camouflage his bivi until then. 
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Grown 
 
As vivid as the patterned cup she cradles in her hands 
she pictures him, little, 
eyes wide with shock, lip split by a swing 
dipping unexpectedly, hears the bewildered sniffs 
while she inspects, dabs at, hugs him 
till, reassured, appeased, his smile returns; 
then crossing the stage at school to receive a prize, 
thanking the guest of honour with newly-broken voice, 
the applause hammering into the ground 
the hints from certain teachers he could not keep up 
with the English children and should be held back a year. 
She drains her cup to the dregs, sets it down with a clink; 
in winter in this country, tea quickly gets cold. 
 
When his former schoolmates' mothers stop her in the street   
and ask, 'Is he well? What is he doing these days?'; 
when her parents, in their letters, inquire about his plans 
and when he is going to marry, what can she reply? 
That her son is learning fast, at college and outside, 
and she is left behind; that he claims he is well 
but to her it seems he is down with a dose 
of this culture, in which many take their meals 
not savoured at leisure within a family home 
but in plastic casings, dispensed by anonymous strangers, 
where sex is used to sell coffee; that her son lives with a friend, 
polite, moustached, who she knows is more than a friend? 
 
If they had never left, could this have occurred? 
In their village, she tells herself, such things did not go on. 
She can half-remember a story she was told 
at her grandmother's knee, of a land where a woman reigned, 
mighty in battle and wise, and the beauty of her bride. 
But if that ever happened, it was in the distant past: 
all men were paired with women, 
except the healer down the lane, who lived 
with a slightly younger man, who ground the herbs he used 
(the hospital was several bumpy hours away by jeep). 
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She remembers the sobs when two girlhood friends, inseparably 
close, 

were forced to part when the husband of one got a job far off; 
Soon after, the one who stayed behind fell into a well and died - 
An accident, people said, somehow she must have slipped.  
 
Her son says he is happy, that she worries far too much, 
There's nothing for which she should blame herself.  
It is his turn to fuss over her now, 
And hope that, with time and love, 
The shock will fade, bewilderment disappear.  
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What lies embedded 
 
Uncover, he was told, 
Proof that the predecessors of our rulers 
Were valiant in war, benevolent in peace, 
Pure in lineage as well as pure of heart - 
Not in so many words 
(One mark of a scholar, he'd gathered 
Was being able to read between the lines). 
 
What lay embedded, now dug up, the soil brushed off, 
Seemed instead to him to tell 
Of others, whom no monument commemorates, 
Unnamed in annals. While their monarchs clashed, 
Remained aloof or formed alliances, 
They toiled, sweltered, ached, rested, 
Swigged drink, crunched food, shared stories, 
Journeyed across barriers, intermingled and gave birth 
And, in what they sang or wove 
Or hacked, shaped, smoothed and left the sun to bake, 
Stored something of themselves, now brought to light. 
 
He tried out different angles on his findings, 
A schoolboy fumbling for the answer teacher wants, 
A frantic compositor unable to lay out 
A page as specified. 
 
On one side lounged 
The prospect of publication, honoured treatment, 
Laboratories full of up-to-date equipment; 
On the other crouched 
Rejection, polite or scornful, no hope of tenure, 
A drift into oblivion, clutching his notebook and trowel. 
 
He could not, he told himself, be certain - 
There's no certainty in this field - 
That the official version (after all attested to 
By others far more eminent than him) 
Was not, in fact, 
Superior to his own interpretation. 
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In years to come, people delving into history 
Will scrutinise his findings once again 
And wonder how, knowing what he knew, 
He wrote the way he did. 
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The telling 
 
You mention what happened, 
in a casual tone 
that must cost you a lot. 
You nudge the fact 
softly towards me, 
like a piece across a chess-board, 
half-hoping I won‘t 
take too much notice. 
 
You watch me obliquely.   
You're not sure I won't say, 
'It was a long time ago, why don't you try to forget the whole 

business?' 
or 
'Are you sure it really happened that way?' 
or 
'Did you do something to make him think you wouldn't mind?' 
or maybe    
let you know how much I sympathise before 
leaving for an urgent appointment, 
not hurrying too obviously 
from a room which seems 
suddenly airless and cramped. 
 
I stay, 
reluctant to hear but 
relieved that you didn't swallow your words 
before they were spoken. 
(How many times have you done that, I wonder?) 
You're careful not to 
risk embarrassing me by 
sobbing or yelling 
though, goodness knows, you have a right. 
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I try to tell you 
I'm willing to listen. 
though I can't claim I know 
how you felt or feel now 
(not that you'd want me 
to know how it feels). 
Words aren't enough 
but they're better,   
much better, 
than the wall of not-saying 
which shuts people in with 
their hurt and confusion 
and shelters the ones who 
misuse and betray, 
the silence so loud that 
it drowns out, in the end,  
life. 
 
I'm flushed, yet I shiver. 
I don't know how you're feeling 
but I‘ve had the odd moment 
of trappedness and fear, 
bafflement at being hated. 
Just a whiff makes me choke - 
I've no wish for a lungful. 
 
It's clear you don't want to 
make out it's a big deal. 
It was only a few 
unwanted touches 
from someone you should've _ 
been able to trust - 
as you learnt how to read and to count, 
also learning 
the body you lived in     
was not really yours. 
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You're haggard, I notice.   
For years you've been weighed down by 
the load of behaving 
as if nothing much happened. 
I wish, very strongly, 
that the past could be blotted 
(leaving just a faint ink-stain), 
that, in fact,   
nothing much happened, 
that we lived in a world where 
such things didn't happen.   
 
Inside 
I’m sad and I smoulder 
that someone I care for 
was treated that way 
but my voice, like yours, is calm. 
When I brush against your 
stillness and strength, 
how can some fail to rub off? 
 
I'm grateful you trusted me, 
even a little - 
I know trust isn't easy, 
grateful you didn't 
simply cut off, 
raising your drawbridge, 
and leave me bewildered 
at the edge of the moat. 
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Not guilty 
 
It almost seems more trouble than it’s worth, 
Your sentence being completed, to proclaim 
Your innocence again, once more unearth 
The grimy past. That you were not to blame 
But rather were the victim’s long been known –  
Though this may make the time you served seem still 
More cruelly spent. And yet, till you dethrone 
The prosecutor in your mind, you will 
Prolong your needless, self-policed probation, 
Conditions hampering you from doing good 
To self and others, seeking expiation 
For other people’s crimes. Instead you could 
Strip off your tag now, redirect disgrace 
Where it belongs and take your rightful place. 
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Convert 
 
A little quaint, what glimmered in my heart 
Once seemed to you, and while you humoured me 
I thought it less than courteous on my part 
To touch upon it more than sparingly.   
That blurred familiar outline which I treasure 
Now glows to you with neon clarity 
And I am judged as being of lesser measure 
For keeping quiet in the company 
Of those who disbelieve. It's true that zeal 
Enlivens, spurting zest into what would 
Have otherwise gone stale. Know, all the same,     
Some medicines, in excess, harm not heal; 
Untempered passion, like a meteor, could 
Burn out. Kind thought informs the truest aim. 
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The slanderer 
 
The youth stormed in as if he stamped 
On a viper with each tread. 
'You'll tell me, won't you, what is wrong?' 
His worried mother said. 
 
'There's someone so contemptible,' 
She heard the young man say, 
'That he badmouthed my beloved. 
I'm going to make him pay!' 
 
'So who is it who did this, son, 
And how did you find out?' 
'It's my cousin who is bandying 
These slanderous lies about.' 
 
'But, son, your cousin cares for you. 
It's true he likes to tease 
And joke, and soar aloft with words 
Like a falcon on a breeze. 
 
‘Might he have been misreported? 
Might you have misunderstood? 
Oh, son, slow down and use your head 
As your loved one said you should. 
 
'I doubt your cousin meant real harm.' 
The youth replied, 'I know 
That man's been spreading slander, for 
My uncle told me so. 
 
'My uncle is a righteous man, 
Well-read and confident. 
Mum, I assure you, there's no chance 
My cousin's innocent!' 
 
‘Your uncle's keen and narrow as 
A wire for slicing cheese; 
He thinks your cousin mischievous 
And wants him on his knees. 
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'Your loved one told you not to put 
Your faith in anyone 
On earth. No creature's worthy of 
Complete allegiance, son. 
 
'When humans picture purity 
It's tinted with their lust; 
Their piety hides greed for power, 
But all return to dust.' 
 
'What nonsense you are babbling, mum! 
My uncle told the truth: 
He's stern but fair; my cousin's guilt 
Is certain!' snapped the youth. 
 
'Son, your beloved's not afraid 
Of injury or shame; 
Close scrutiny will only prove 
Your dear one free from blame. 
 
'How can an empty rumour cause 
Such fierce distress to you? 
Could it be that, underneath, 
You fear the gossip's true?' 
 
'I will not listen to such trash!' 
He yelled. 'My cousin's lies 
Disgust me deeply; I won't be 
Content until he dies. 
 
'I'd like to grab him by the throat 
And listen to him squeal.' 
He clenched his fists, as if to squeeze 
Fresh fruit to pulp and peel. 
 
"You never should condemn someone 
Until you've heard their side, 
Your loved one said; without the facts, 
Son, how can you decide? 
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'You know that, if you speed ahead 
On a path you know is wrong 
And foolish, your beloved won't 
Remain with you for long.' 
 
'I don't intend to argue, mum; 
I'm going out to find 
And kill the foulmouthed slanderer. 
I will not change my mind!' 
 
The young man bellowed; as he left 
He slammed the wooden gate 
As if to make it spark. He strode 
Away, ablaze with hate. 
 
He hammered on his cousin's door. 
The place seemed oddly still. 
The youth burst in and found no trace 
Of the man he wished to kill. 
 
He ransacked every room, then said 
'He's got away, that's clear, 
But not for long! I'll head home now 
To the one whom I hold dear.' 
 
Like a disappointed hunter 
Slinking hungry to its lair 
He shuffled back; and found the one 
He loved no longer there. 
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Silence 
 
Silence, companionable as a cat, 
Can curl about us; sometimes close friends air 
Their inmost thoughts and feelings then, aware, 
At ease, in tune, they sit unspeaking. That 
 
Is different from strained silence, words snatched back 
Unspoken, or not shaped; the vacuum round 
A frightened child, or adult almost drowned 
In worries never shared, a gaping crack 
 
Through which too many fall. Some people seek, 
By muffling talk of difference, to keep 
Tight unity. Things left unsaid can creep 
Through gaps in what's been built, and make it weak 
 
Until it crumbles into dust. Release 
From stifling silence, after words are freed 
To thrill, provoke and heal, in time can lead 
To deep and silent understanding, peace. 
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Gardener by the grave 
 
‘Woman, why are you weeping?’ 
Asks the silhouetted stranger. 
Scant greenery and soil 
Surround the stone-hewn grave. 
 
‘Tell me, are you the gardener?’ 
I answer. ‘How can you bear it 
When all you plant and nurture 
Withers and turns to dust? 
 
‘Even gentle passing 
After a lengthy life-span 
Can leave behind hurt emptiness, 
A desert of desolation; 
 
‘Yet harder, untimely uprooting  
By disease, misfortune or worse: 
Want, stark despair or murder 
Or carnage of armies clashing, 
 
‘Or the helpless slain or “disappeared”, 
Not even a body for burying.’ 
‘Indeed there’s a time for weeping; 
I too have wept at death’s parting. 
 
‘Yet spring is surely arriving,’ 
Says the gardener, no longer a stranger 
As I hear in his voice the voices 
Of those for whom I was grieving. 
 
‘Fresh shoots will sprout, green and glorious, 
Joy and laughter return, all the stronger. 
In me, love and life are victorious 
And death has dominion no longer.’ 
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Notes 
 
Summer 1983: goondas are thugs, often hired by politicians; 
Borella is a suburb of Colombo 
 
For Farzad Bazoft and Richard De Zoysa: Farzad Bazoft was 
a journalist, born in Iran but settled in the UK, who was executed at 
the age of 31 by the Iraqi government in 1990; Richard De Zoysa, a 
journalist, human rights activist and actor, was killed that year by a 
Sri Lankan death squad, also in his early 30s 
 
For Rajini: Dr Rajini Thiranagama, a Tamil human rights activist 
and feminist, was shot dead by the Tigers in 1989 
 
Promoter: Section 28 of the Local Government Act 1988 stated 
that local authorities should not ‘intentionally promote 
homosexuality or publish material with the intention of promoting 
homosexuality’ or ‘promote the teaching in any maintained 
school of the acceptability of homosexuality as a pretended family 
relationship’; it was repealed in the early 2000s 
 


